Abstract This paper addresses a loss concealment technique of image transmission in error prone environments. Imperfect transmission of imagery results in the loss of lines or blocks. Previous concealment techniques utilize the spatial, spectral, or temporal redundancy of the imagery. We propose a supplementary loss concealment technique that uses a data-hiding method. We divide an image into 8×8 pixels blocks and generate block description information of each block. The block description information is inserted into other blocks in the same image through LSB-based data hiding. Missing lines or blocks during transmission are restored by extracting this block description information. The technique to resist against lossy compression is also considered. We have performed a simulation to show the outstanding performance of the proposed technique in comparison with other loss concealment methods.
Forward error correction (FEC) coding is a loss concealment technique, which is the process of adding redundancy to a bit stream according to some rules known to both the transmitter and the receiver. However, it suffers from recovering the losses of continuous lines or blocks. Also, since it causes consequent delay and increases in the transmission bandwidth, it cannot be applied to satellite imagery transmission with the limited bandwidth and high error possibility.
Another approach to conceal the loss is post-processing at the receiver. It can improve the transmission efficiency and no extra channel needs. Previous concealment techniques utilized the spatial, spectral, or temporal redundancy of the received image [15] . Hybrid or dynamic switching of spatial and temporal loss concealment techniques is also possible [6, 8, 10] . These techniques estimate the missing lines or blocks of the image in a heuristic manner by assuming smoothness or continuity of pixel values.
Spatial or spectral loss concealment
Spatial or spectral loss concealment assumes that natural images are smooth and their pixel values are continuous on the spatial or spectral domain. Missing lines or blocks are reconstructed by interpolating the neighboring pixels [5, 16] . Just simple spatial interpolation techniques often suffer from the blurring effect in the edges of the image. Several techniques considering the edges of the image have been reported to solve the problem [18, 20] . A small neighborhood of correctly received pixels to find the directions of edges passing through the missing block was utilized [13, 14] . Interpolation can be applied not only to the spatial domain but also to the spectral domain such as the discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain [3] .
Temporal loss concealment
Temporal loss concealment assumes that video contents are smooth and continuous in time.
In order to conceal the loss of image (or frame) lines or blocks, the missing lines or blocks of the current frame are replaced with those of the previous frame [11, 19] . Some enhanced the traditional temporal error concealment methods. In [12] , they exploited the correlation of the motion vector (MV) to recover the lost block. An enhanced edge-sensitive processing order with a new MV searching algorithm was proposed [17] . These methods improved the perceptual quality compared to previous temporal based algorithms.
Data hiding techniques hide useful information directly into an original media itself without any perceptual distortion. In aspect of transmission, it provides the same bit rate as the media to be transmitted. Jayalakshmi et al. designed a wavelet-based algorithm, where the approximate band was embedded in two selected high-frequency sub-bands of the image [7] . Another loss concealment technique was proposed by Gur and Altug [4] . They also used discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and embedded downsized replicas of original images into wavelet sub-bands for erroneous channels. Main disadvantages are that modification of DWT coefficients affects the whole quality of a data-hidden image and the scaling factor for embedding information should be adjusted by the characteristics of a given image. Also, embedding capacity without visual degradation is limited so that the loss concealment performance is low. In [2] , they extracted a low resolution version of a given image through DWT and embedded it in DCT domain. Some techniques combined a data hiding with spatial redundancy [1] or with genetic algorithm [9] .
In this paper, we propose a supplementary loss concealment technique of image transmission that uses LSB-based data hiding. The presented method is not dependent on the characteristics of a given image and has high embedding capacity for the high loss concealment performance. We first divide an image into 8×8 pixels blocks and generate Block Description Information (BDI) of each block. The BDI of one block is then inserted into the LSB plane of the other block in the same image. Loss of image lines or blocks during transmission is restored by extracting this BDI that has been inserted into other blocks before transmission. Our technique is supplementary because the inserted BDI of the broken block has a possibility to be destroyed after transmission. In such cases, some wellknown concealment technique should be combined. Our research focused on applications with lossless compression, but has extended the technique to consider lossy compression at low compression ratios. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the way to generate BDI. Section 3 proposes a supplementary loss concealment technique through LSB-based data hiding. Section 4 presents a loss concealment technique that resists to lossy compression. Simulation results are shown in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.
Block description information
We explain how to generate block description information. Block Description Information (BDI) is calculated from each block of the image and exactly describes the contents of each block. If we have this BDI in case of the loss of the image, the original image can be similarly reconstructed.
The BDI should be inserted into the image itself. Therefore, the inserted BDI should not be visible to the naked eye. It means that the size, called the capacity, of the BDI that can be inserted into the image is limited. For the optimum recovery of the loss of image lines or blocks, BDI with a few bits should be able to describe the image block as accurately as possible. Thus, the use of compression techniques is inevitable to minimize the size of the BDI.
To generate BDI, we apply well-known JPEG compression based on Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and quantization 1 . For each 8×8 pixels block of the image, we convert the spatial domain into the frequency domain by applying DCT, which remove the redundancy of image pixels on the spatial domain. We quantize DCT coefficients using a quantization table shown in Fig. 1 . Each quantized coefficient is represented by 8 bits. DC component has a value ranging from 0 to 255. AC components have a value ranging from −128 to 128.
In order to minimize the affection of the original image by BDI insertion, we set limits to the size of the BDI at 64 bits length. Increasing the size of the BDI can more accurately reconstruct the loss of image lines or blocks during transmission. However, the inserted BDI of the image will be perceptible.
Since each quantized coefficient is 8 bits and the size of the BDI is 64 bits, eight quantized coefficients are selected in zigzag order as shown in Fig. 2 and used as the BDI of each block in our concealment technique. By quantizing coefficients following DCT, most of nonzero coefficients come together around the DC component. Thus, we are able to reconstruct the image that is similar to the original image using only BDI.
Loss concealment technique with LSB-based data hiding
This section describes our supplementary loss concealment technique through LSB-based data hiding. We first explain inserting BDI into the image and then describe extracting the inserted BDI and restoring the loss of missing lines or blocks. Figure 3 illustrates how the proposed technique actually works using the BDI.
Insertion of BDI
The first step for inserting BDI is to generate BDI for each block. The BDI is then inserted into the LSB plane of other blocks of the same image. Our BDI insertion process is depicted in Fig Step A, B, and C) First, we divide an image into 8×8 pixels blocks as shown in Fig. 4 . For each block, we apply quantization following DCT and select eight quantized coefficients in zigzag order as explained in Section 2. These eight quantized coefficients are our 64 bits BDI.
(Step D) We insert the BDI of each block into the LSB plane of the other block, called the partner block, in the same image by a LSB-based data hiding technique. For example, the BDI of the block a1 is inserted into the LSB plane of the block c1. The size of BDI is 64 bits and the size of the LSB plane of a 8×8 pixels block is also 64 bits. Therefore, by replacing the LSB plane of the 8×8 pixels block with the BDI, we are able to insert the BDI into the block of the image.
Because adjacent blocks have high probability to be broken at the same time, we do not insert the BDI of each block into the LSB plane of the adjacent block. For example, we do not insert the BDI of the block a1 into the LSB plane of the block b1. When several lines or blocks are lost in the boundary of the block a1 and b1, it is difficult to restore the loss of the block a1, because the BDI of the block a1 that has been inserted into the block b1 is also broken. Of course, when two blocks (a1 and c1) where a block c1 contains the BDI of the other block a1 is broken at the same time, it is impossible to restore the loss of the block a1. In such cases, we apply a spatial interpolation technique to restore the loss of the block a1. In the experiment, the distance between the block a1 and the block c1 is a quarter of the image height away.
In aspect of the image quality degradation, the LSB-based data hiding technique modifies only the LSB plane of each block and that changes its pixel value by 1. Consequently, the LSB-based data hiding technique achieves a high perceptual quality. Signal processing applications measure PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) values to represent the quantitative quality of the image as follows:
PSNR ¼ 10 log 10 255
where O(i,j) and W(i,j) are the original image and the BDI inserted image. M and N are a size of the image. Let assume that BDI has 0 or 1 value selected randomly from Gaussian distribution. The absolute difference between the LSB value of the block and the BDI will be 0 or 1, whose probability is 0.5. Thus, we can theoretically calculate PSNR value of 51.14 dB after LSBbased data hiding.
In our experiments, we test 100 randomly selected images from Internet and calculate PSNR values after inserting the BDI into the LSB plane of the image. Based on the results, we achieve the average PSNR value of 51.12 dB.
Extraction of BDI and loss concealment
When the loss of image lines or blocks is founded during transmission, the first step is to extract the BDI of the damaged block that has been inserted into the LSB plane of the other block, called the partner block, in the same image. We then reconstruct the image and restore the loss. Our BDI extraction and loss concealment process is depicted in Fig. 5 .
(
Step A) First, we divide an image into 8×8 pixels blocks as shown in Fig. 5 . When the block a1 including missing lines or blocks is founded, we identify the partner block c1 which contains the BDI of the damaged block a1. By reading the LSB plane of the block c1, we are able to extract the inserted 64 bits BDI.
(Step B, C, and D) The extracted 64 bits BDI is the 8 quantized coefficients of the 8×8 pixels DCT block. To reconstruct the image, we allocate these 8 quantized coefficients to the DCT block in zigzag order (see Fig. 2 ) where other coefficients are set as zero and apply inverse DCT following de-quantization. The reconstructed image is similar to the original image. For example, the 64 bits BDI from block c1 is used to apply inverse DCT following de-quantization. The result from this BDI represents the image similar to the original image of the block a1. After we reconstruct the image from the BDI, we restore the loss of image lines or blocks by replacing the damaged image pixels as the reconstructed image pixels.
When two blocks c1 and a1 are broken simultaneously as explained in previous section, LSB-based data hiding fails to restore the loss of the block a1. In such cases, a well-known spatial interpolation technique is used to restore the loss of the block a1. It is possible to use more sophisticated interpolation techniques. This is the reason that our technique is supplementary. The presented method is to enhance the quality of the restored image as high as possible.
Loss concealment technique resisting to JPEG compression
The LSB data hiding based loss concealment method cannot be directly applied for applications where the image should be compressed with JPEG or JPEG2000 because LSB information is easily destroyed by lossy compression. This section presents an alternative method resisting to JPEG compression. Since satellite images and medical images are extremely valuable, these images should be compressed with low compression ratios (i.e., JPEG quality factor is more than 85). The 64 bits BDI information of block a1 is embedded in all frequency DCT coefficients of block c1. The BDI insertion method proceeds as follows: 
where α is a strength parameter.
(Step C) The binary sequence of 64 bits BDI is inserted by replacing the LSB plane of each C 0 i ½ with the BDI. It is based on the fact that the hidden BDI should survive against the quantization performed during compression using smaller quantization multiplier compared to α.
(Step D) BDI hidden coefficients are obtained by the following rule:
where C 00 i ½ is the modified coefficient in Step C. The BDI extraction method simply performs the first two steps, A and B, of the insertion method with the same α parameter.
Then, we check the LSB plane of all quantized coefficients C 0 0 i ½ to extract the inserted 64 bits BDI.
Simulation results
This section reports on the performance of the proposed loss concealment technique. We used 100 randomly collected images from Internet that included such images as Lena, Baboon, Lake, and Bridge and video frames as Akiko and Foreman. After inserting the BDI into the LSB plane of images, the average PSNR value between original images and BDI inserted images was 51.12 dB.
To overcome bursty losses, the partner block does not locate near the original block. In our experiment, the BDI of each block is inserted into the partner block that is located in a quarter of image heights away. To find a partner block, a circular embedding technique is employed where we embedded the BDI of block A into block B and the BDI of block B into block C, and the BDI of block C into block A. The distance among the block A, the block B, and the block C is a quarter of the image height. For examples, since a 512×512 image is divided into 64×64 blocks, the BDI of the (1, 1) th block is inserted into the LSB plane of the (17, 1) th block, the BDI of the (17, 1) th block is inserted into the LSB plane of the (33, 1) th block, the BDI of the (33, 1) th block is inserted into the LSB plane of the (49, 1) th block, and the BDI of the (49, 1) th block is inserted into the LSB plane of the (1, 1) th block. In order to show the performance of the proposed loss concealment algorithm without spatial interpolation, we constrained that the partner block of a block including the loss should survive similarly to [4] . When both blocks are lost at the same time, the spatial interpolation method should be applied and that will disturb to show the performance enhancement from the data-hiding technique only.
Quality of BDI
We analyzed the quality of BDI. From the BDI inserted image, we extracted the inserted 64 bits BDI and reconstructed the image using only this 64 bits BDI. Some results are shown in Fig. 6 . Although the perceptual quality of the image was degraded, we could reconstruct the image that would be considerably similar to the original image. Only by using BDI, we achieved the average PSNR value of 27.14 dB between the original image and the reconstructed image.
Performance of the proposed loss concealment technique
The performance of the proposed loss concealment technique was tested in comparison with a spatial interpolation technique and a Jayalakshmi method [7] . The spatial interpolation technique restores missing lines or blocks of the image by considering adjacent and not loss neighboring pixels. To simulate the loss of image lines or blocks during transmission, we randomly removed several lines or blocks of the image depending on the loss rate whose percentage was ranged from 5% to 50%.
To assess the quality of the restored images, we measured the PSNR value between original images and restored images against the loss of image lines or blocks. Simulation results are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . Figure 7a shows the average PSNR value for all test images in a variety of the loss rate where X axis stands for the block loss rate (%) and Y axis stands for PSNR values (dB) and the variance of PSNR values for each method is depicted in Fig. 7b .
In most of the loss rates, the proposed technique explained in Section 3 outperformed both the Jayalakshmi method and the spatial interpolation technique. The PSNR value of the proposed technique demonstrates an improvement of approximately 7 dB to both spatial interpolation method and the Jayalakshmi method at all distortion levels and thus our loss concealment technique achieves satisfactory performance in terms of the PSNR value and perceptual quality. We observed that the variance values of the presented method were higher than those of other two methods (about 4 dB). The reason is because the presented method is affected by the characteristics of a given image. The BDI is generated from 8 low frequency coefficients in DCT domain and hence the images containing a large amount of low frequency components rather than the middle or high frequency components show the high concealment performance. Moreover, although the spatial interpolation technique achieved appropriate PSNR values, interpolated lines or blocks could be easily noticeable by the native eye.
As explained in Section 4, we have extended the proposed technique to JPEG compressed images. The performance at JPEG compression is shown in Fig. 8 where X axis stands for the JPEG quality factor ranged from 85 to 100 and Y axis stands for the PSNR value (dB). The control parameter α is set to 0.35. For 100 test images, the proposed technique manages to keep an enhancement gap from 1 dB to 4 dB when compared with the spatial interpolation method. Since the Jayalakshmi method could not recover the original block or line from an erroneous image in the lossy compression format, we excluded the result. Although the enhancement is smaller than that from lossless compressed images, it is observed that the hidden BDI was not destroyed in the compressed form and we could reconstruct the loss of blocks with the extracted BDI.
Discussions and conclusions
To show the performance of the proposed technique, we intentionally eliminated several lines near to a mouth in Akiko and eyes in Foreman (see Fig. 9b ). Figure 9c shows images by the proposed technique and Fig. 9d shows restored images by the spatial interpolation technique. In the spatial interpolation technique, no information that there has been the mouth in Akiko and the eye in Foreman is contained in neighboring pixels. Consequently, it is impossible to restore the missing mouth or eyes by any interpolation technique. Although more sophisticated interpolation techniques can be considered, it will be in the same situation that there is no information about missing parts. In the proposed technique, the information about the missing mouth in Akiko or the missing eyes in Foreman exists in other blocks of the same image and hence we are able to restore successfully the missing mouth or eyes.
Since we calculate the BDI of all blocks in the image, the size of BDI is fixed to the size of the block (64 bits) and that set limits to the perceptual quality of the reconstructed image. If region of interest (ROI) area can be constrained, it is possible to increase the size of BDI in ROI area and the perceptual quality of the reconstructed image in ROI area will be higher.
This technique was studied to be used for a satellite system in our institute, which transmitted the large-size acquired image to the image receiving processing system (IRPS) in the ground through wireless channels. However, there were many problems: (1) because of large image size, the image can not be transmitted at a contact time between the satellite and the IRPS. Usually, it takes a long time to download the acquired image in the memory of the satellite (i.e., since the satellite rotates the earth, several contacts between the satellite and the IRPS are required). (2) the IRPS can not communicate with the satellite directly, which only receive the signal from the satellite. The communication with the satellite is performed through the Mission Control Station (MCS). To implement the FEC scheme in the satellite system, hardware and software requirements for the satellite, the IRPS, and the MCS will be highly complex and difficult to implement. Also, since the FEC scheme requires the image to be kept in the limited memory of the satellite, the satellite can not acquire another image until the FEC scheme is completed. In this situation, the FEC scheme was not a solution to solve the loss concealment problem.
When the presented technique is applied to transmit the acquired image in the memory of the satellite, complex requirements in hardware and software are not necessary. Also, the satellite with the limited memory can be used to acquire another image. Similarly to the satellite communication, there are various applications where the FEC scheme is difficult to implement. In these applications, we believe that the presented technique will be useful.
Imperfect transmission of priceless imagery requires loss concealment techniques at the receiving side to minimize the degradation of the image quality. Different from previous concealment techniques utilizing the spatial, spectral, and temporal redundancy, we proposed a supplementary loss concealment technique through LSB-based data hiding. Also, the technique was extended to resist against lossy compression. Simulation results showed the outstanding performance of the proposed technique in comparison with the spatial interpolation technique. We believe that the proposed technique has a great merit in applications with lossless compression and lossy compression having high quality factors. Further works are developing a loss concealment technique applicable for video applications.
